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Dear Prospective Student:
Thanks for your consideration of the William S. Boyd School of Law of the
University of Nevada, Las Vegas. We very much appreciate your interest in our
program, and we look forward to assisting you as you make two very impor
tant decisions-whether and where to attend law school.
Legal education is a very stimulating, productive three or four-year program, during which students hone their
analytical, communication, and problem-solving skills, thereby preparing themselves to commence a variety of
interesting and socially useful careers. Because of the nature of legal education, law school graduates are in
demand in many different fields in addition to the practice of law, such as business, education, government, politics,
and the judiciary. Moreover,the practice of law is itself quite broad,diverse,and interesting,with countless career paths
and options available within the sorts of specialties and practice configurations that exist in the legal profession.
Thus, for those who are interested in varied and interesting career opportunities, legal education is a good choice.

It is also a good choice for those who aspire to do socially useful work. Lawyers have always played a very important role in our society, and
they will continue to do so as long as we live together in communities where problems need to be solved, disputes resolved (or, better yet,
avoided), rights respected, and leadership provided. Lawyers are the people who take the lead in solving societal problems, in resolving or
avoiding disputes, in protecting individual rights, and in providing community leadership. Those who are called to the law bear major
obligations to their communities to accomplish these tasks in ethical and professional ways. It is not a profession to be lightly undertaken,
but it is a profession whose work, when done well, is hugely important to our social well-being and hugely satisfying to the lawyer who well
serves his or her clients, community, and profession.

But enough of the commercial on why you should consider law school.
The next question is: Why should you want to attend the Boyd School of
Law ? That question is answerable,of course,only by you, but let me suggest
a few reasons for your consideration.
First, this is an exciting environment in which to study law. As a new and
upwardly mobile law school--we have just received provisional
accreditation from the ABA, less than two years after opening our doors
to students-the Boyd School of Law enjoys an exciting atmosphere in
which faculty, students, and staff are working together to create a better
kind of law school. Having been associated with two more mature law
schools in the earlier stages of my career, 1 can clearly feel a greater level
of excitement and enthusiasm here, a positive spirit of "we're all in this
together" as we seek to build a great law school for Nevada.
Second, the people who comprise the Boyd School of Law share a
commitment to excellence. We have done everything possible to recruit an
outstanding faculty of legal educators and students, and to support them
with a dedicated staff. ln general, I think that our students agree that they
are well served by our faculty, most of whom have taught at other major
law schools and have excellent reputations as teachers, scholars, and
community servants. I know that our faculty members regard our students
as talented, energetic, and enthusiastic people who bring a rich array of
experiences to their studies at the Boyd School of Law. We hope to
continue the recruitment of excellent students and faculty-who are, after
all, the heart of an excellent law school-and it is for that reason that we so
appreciate your interest in our program.
Third, the Boyd School of Law is committed to community service and to
professionalism, to teaching our students about those concepts, and to
offering opportunities for students and faculty to serve the community and
the legal profession. Through our Introduction to Law. LaWYering Process
and Community Service programs, the Boyd School of Law seeks to intro
duce students to the notions of the lawyer as professional and community
servant and to the variety of roles that lawyers play in our society Through
clinical, externship, and simulation offerings, the law school attempts to
provide opportunities for professional lawyering experiences to students
while still in school.

Fourth, the Boyd School of Law is committed-through the teaching by its
faculty of a traditional curriculum, supplemented by the sorts of offerings
noted in the prior paragraph-to developing problem-solving skills in its students
and to instilling in those students the values of dispute avoidance and
problem-solving short of litigation. While litigation is one option for dispute
resolution, it is often not the best option, with successful lawyers being
those who can avoid disputes for their clients through careful planning or
resolve disputes for them through negotiation or other problem-solving
methods prior to litigation. Of course, litigation will sometimes be
necessary and appropriate, and Boyd School of Law graduates should be
prepared to litigate when that method of dispute resolution is appropriate.
Finally, the Boyd School of Law is committed to making legal education
available to people of all economic circumstances. With evening and day
part-time programs, in which students with full-time jobs can complete law
school in four years, and a three-year full-time day program, the law school
is open to those who need gainful employment and to those who do not.
In addition, the Boyd School of Law makes available a significant amount
of financial aid to assist worthy students with law school expenses and
lessen their need to work. For these reasons, we have had significant suc
cess in attracting diverse and interesting classes of students, people with a
wide variety of educational and experiential backgrounds who make the
classroom experience a very rich and rewarding one.

With provisional accreditation now achieved and full accreditation on the
horizon-we hope to achieve full ABA accreditation in the next couple of
years-the Boyd School of Law is off to a great start in its quest to build an
excellent program of legal education. Your consideration of our school is
very important to us in that quest. We hope that you will seriously consider
our program and that you will favor us with your application for admission.
If you have questions or need further information, please feel free to
contact Admissions Dean Frank Durand or me at (702) 895-3671. Thanks
again for your interest.

jl

Best rega,ds.
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The William S. Boyd School of Law at the University of
Nevada, Las Vegas was granted provisional accreditation by
the House of Delegates of the American Bar Association at its
meeting on July 10-11, 2000. Graduates of law schools which are
provisionally or fully accredited by the American Bar Association
may sit for the bar examination in any United States jurisdiction.
A provisionally accredited law school may apply for full
accreditation a minimum of two years after having been
granted provisional accreditation.

The mission of the Boyd School of Law is to serve the State
of Nevada and the national and international legal and academic
communities by developing and maintaining an innovative and
excellent educational program that will train ethical and effective
lawyers and leaders for Nevada and for the legal profession, to

"T
1 he Boyd School of Law will continue to make a significant
difference in Nevada in the years to come. Accreditation is just
the first step. The graduates, faculty, and administration will contribute greatly to the legal community, and the everyday lives of
all Nevadans."- Nevada Attorney General Frankie Sue Del Papa

stress community service, professionalism and the roles,
responsibilities, skills, and values of lawyers, to produce
excellent scholarship for the benefit of the State, the
profession and the academy,to involve students and fac
ulty in community service projects in ways that will
benefit our State, and to provide leadership for Nevada

on important issues of public policy, dispute resolution, the law,
and legal practice. In seeking to fulfill its mission, the Boyd
School of Law aspires to become a model community, one in
which the people of the law school will deal with one another
professionally, respectfully, and with a view to maximizing the
potential of each participant in this exciting educational enterprise.

E

The William S. Boyd School of Law was created, and
continues to develop and grow, thanks to the
support of many benefactors and donors. The law school's inception was facilitated by the substantial
financial commitments of the State of Nevada, William S. Boyd, James E. Rogers,Anthony A. Marnell II, Samuel S.
Lionel, Michael Gaughan, Jackie Gaughan, and Warren Nelson.
Boyd School of Law students have benefitted, and will continue to benefit, from scholarship contributions made
by numerous members of the legal and business community, including endowment funding provided by promi
nent Las Vegas attorneys Emilie Wanderer and Noel and Ivy Gage. Scholarships for current and future students
have been made possible by the support of the following law firms, lawyers, individuals, and organizations:

Agassi Foundation in honor of James E. Rogers
Alverson,Taylor,Mortensen, Nelson & Sanders
Beesley & Peck, Ltd.
Benson, Bertoldo & Baker
Edward M. Bernstein & Associates
George Bochanis
William S. Boyd
Broening Oberg Woods Wilson & Cass
Jeffrey L. Burr & Associates
Steven M. Burris
Chanos Escobar Chanos
John H. Cotton & Associates
Crockett & Myers
Curran & Parry
Drake and Jacqueline DeLanoy in honor
of Proctor Patterson Jones
DeLanoy, Schuetze & McGaha, PC.
Dickerson, Dickerson, Consul & Packer
Ecker & Standish
Edwards Hale Sturman & Atkin
Kathleen J. England
Federal Bar Association
Noel and Ivy Gage
Keith and Linda Lee Galliher
Garcia-Mendoza & Snavely
Jackie Gaughan
Goldsmith & Guymon
Gordon & Silver Ltd.
Greenman, Goldberg, Raby & Martinez
Gugino & Schwartz
Hale Lane Peek Dennison Howard & Anderson
in honor of Edward Everett Hale
Haney, Woloson & Mullins
Hardy & Hardy
Nancy Houssels in honor of J.K.
Houssels, Jr.
Hunterton & Associates
James, Driggs,Walch, Santoro, Kearney,
Johnson & Thompson
Jimmerson Hansen, PC.
Jolley Urga Wirth & Woodbury

-

Jones Vargas in memory of Gary Foremaster
Jones Vargas in honor of Herb Jones
Keefer, O'Reilly & Ferrario
Kummer, Kaempfer, Bonner & Renshaw
John Peter Lee, Ltd.
Lewis & Roca LLP
Lionel, Sawyer & Collins
Mainor & Harris
Anthony A. Marnell II
Marquis & Aurbach
McDonald Carano Wilson McCune
Bergin Frankovich & Hicks LLP
Michaelson & Associates
Warren Nelson
Nevada Attorneys for Criminal Justice
Nevada First Bank
Nevada Law Foundation
Nevada Trial Lawyers Association
James E. Ordowski
Pearson, Patton, Shea, Foley & Kurtz, PC.
Pyatt & Silvestri, Chtd.
Quirk & Tratos
Rawlings, Olson, Cannon, Gormley &
Desruisseaux
Ricciardi & Paustian
James E. Rogers
Schreck Morris
Christine Smith
Southern Nevada Association of Women
Attorneys
Southern Research Group in honor of
William J. Davis
Charles E. Thompson
Thorndal,Armstrong, Delk, Balkenbush &
Eisinger
The University of P hoenix
Wadhams & Akridge
Emilie Wanderer
Whittemore Family
Wright Judd & Winckler

fn I 999, friends of Ralph Denton, a prominent, longtime las Vegas attorney, established a scholarship program at
the Boyd School of law to honor his contributions to the community. Those who contributed are:

Fae Ahlstrom
Alverson, Taylor, Mortensen,
Nelson & Sanders
Lynn Atkison
Mahlon Brown II
Burt and Beverly Buy
Senator and Mrs. Howard W
Cannon
Jim and Mary Cashman
Bill and Gretchen Cottrell
Dr. Robert Daugherty
Attorney General Frankie Sue
Del Papa
Alice Denton
Dick and Jean Dieleman
Nancy L. Downey
Robert and Donna Draney
Bob and Linda Faiss
Anthony and Margaret Foley
Al Garbian

Mr. and Mrs. James Germain
Alyce Gottfredson
Michael Green
Cynthia Hale
Dr. Michael Hollingshead
Bert Hull
Kirk Jacobson
Bill and Nora Jansen
Victor and Fae Jenacaro
Terry Jones
Lou LaPorta
Jim Marsh
Ann Martinet
Charles H. and Loy McCrea
Bob McDonald
Mary Gene McDonald
Dr.Albert and Eunice Merkin
Gordon and Dorothy Miles
Earl Monsey
Owen Nitz

Keefer, O'Reilly & Ferrario
Richard Parker
Wanda Peccole
Dr. and Mrs. Otto Ravenholt
Natalie Rittenhouse
John and Louise Sanders
Bette Sawyer
Gail Sawyer
Gene Segerblom
Richard and Sharon Segerblom
Mike and Sue Stankovic
Shirley Swanson
William Thornton
Arlene Troup
Burt and Nancy Ward
Mrs. Ward Wengert
Dr. Carol Whitmoyer
Edythe Katz and
Gilbert Yarchever

William S. Boyd, along with Governor
Kenny Guinn, UNLV President Carol Harter, and others, led the
effort to create a public law school for Nevada, pledging $5
million and securing an additional $2 million in private support.
Mr. Boyd has lived in Las Vegas since 1941, a time when the population of the small
desert town amounted to only 10,000 residents. After serving in the Korean War, Mr.
Boyd graduated with his law degree from the University of Utah in 1957. Mr. Boyd
practiced law in Las Vegas for over 15 years. In 1973, he and his father, Sam A. Boyd,
co-founded the Boyd Gaming Corporation. Its first property, the California Hotel &
Casino in downtown Las Vegas, opened in 1975. At that time, Mr. Boyd left the
practice of law and began his full-time career
in the gaming industry
Today, Mr. Boyd is Chairman of the Board and Chief
Executive Officer of Boyd Gaming Corporation. Boyd
Gaming currently owns and operates seven hotel and
casino entertainment properties in the Las Vegas area
and five others in Mississippi, Missouri, Louisiana, and
Illinois. Mr. Boyd has given UNLV substantial
contributions to support a wide variety of programs.

James E. Rogers, a prominent Las Vegas lawyer, businessman and philan
thropist, has made a long-term commitment to the Boyd School of Law
of at least $28.5 million. Mr. Rogers' commitment will help the school
to enhance its faculty, facilities, and academic programs.
Mr. Rogers, a graduate of the University of Arizona and of its College of
Law, is a long-time Las Vegan. After graduation from law school, he
returned to Las Vegas to begin what became a very successful law
practice. After many years in practice, Mr. Rogers branched out into business, becoming
principal owner of Sunbelt Communications, through which he and his family operate
numerous television and radio stations throughout the west, including the NBC affiliate in Las
Vegas. A dedicated and long-time philanthropist with great interest in, and knowledge of,
higher education, Mr. Rogers has made significant gifts to, among others, the University of
Arizona College of Law, Carroll College, Idaho State University, and the University of Nevada.

The University of Nevada,Las Vegas was officially established in 1957 with the construction of Maude Frazier
Hall. Despite its short history, UNLV has seen dramatic growth in all academic areas. The university now
offers more than 140 graduate and undergraduate programs to more than 22,000 students on a campus of 335
acres. All programs are fully accredited by the Northwest Association of Schools and Colleges,and many pro
grams have received further accreditation from independent national accrediting bodies.
More than 700 full-time professors serve the university,
bringing degrees and teaching experience from leading
universities around the world. Faculty members are
involved in important research for government and pub
lic service agencies, for scholarly books and journals,and
for their own and their students' enlightenment and
knowledge. Many faculty members have won major
awards and fellowships, including the coveted Fulbright,
for their work.
Located in one of the most vibrant areas of Las Vegas,UNLV
has a beautiful campus with facilities connected by spa
cious lawns and walkways which are shaded by trees and
complemented by desert foliage. Just outside the campus
are apartments,restaurants,shopping centers,libraries,hos
pitals,and all the other hallmarks of a modern urban area.
UNLV offers many campus activities scheduled for both
the students and public. The Consolidated Students
Government (CSUN) sponsors a film series, lecture series,
dances, intramural athletics, concerts, and special events
throughout the year. The Rebel Yell, a student newspaper,
UNLV-TY, a campus and public affairs television station,and
KUNV-FM,a non-profit radio station,serve the campus. The
university has excellent sports facilities for use by
students. The Paul McDermott Center has a lighted
swimming pool, two
gymnasiums and weight
training rooms, baseball
and soccer fields, and
a full-size track.

II

Las Vegas is one of the fastest growing cities in America, adding many
new cultural and entertainment attractions every day. Like any other
large metropolitan area, the city has fine libraries, museums, communi
ty theater, art galleries, and parks which are enjoyed and supported by
more than 1.3 million local residents.
University cultural events provide yet another form of entertainment in
a city which bills itself as the Entertainment Capital of the World. Two

'fn two short years, the students and faculty of the Boyd School of Law
have demonstrated that they are well on their way to making Boyd a

of the university's yearly series, the
Charles Vanda Master Series and
the Barrick Lecture Series, are

preeminent law school in the West. Their contributions to the Nevada

extremely popular with students

legal community through externship, continuing legal education and

and community residents.

speakers' programs, as well as scholarly analysis of Nevada legal
issues, are already significant and seem destined to grow as fast
as Nevada's population." - Judge Philip Pro, United States District Court

The Charles Vanda Master Series
offers visiting performers of the caliber of Isaac Stern,Andres Segovia,

the London Symphony, and ltzhak Perlman. The Barrick Lecture Series
brings well-known persons to campus for free public lectures on a vari
ety of topics. Lecturers have included Walter Cronkite, Louis Rukeyser,
Benazir Bhutto,Arthur Ashe, Henry Kissinger, John Kenneth Galbraith,
Jimmy Carter, and Cokie Roberts. The series has also featured impor
tant scientists and academicians including Carl Sagan, Jane Goodall,
Mortimer Adler, and Richard Leakey.
In addition to the intellectual and cultural stimulation provided by the
university, the environment of the region cannot be overlooked. The
beauty of the Southwest and the desert temperatures make outdoor
recreation possible throughout the year in Southern Nevada. Within a
30-mile radius lie the shores of Lake Mead, massive Hoover Dam and
the Colorado River recreation area, the snowskiing and hiking trails of
12,000-foot Mount Charleston, and a panorama of red rock mountains
and eroded sandstone landscapes.

•...
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The Boyd School of Law has recruited an outstanding faculty of experienced,
well-respected legal educators. All faculty have excellent credentials, experience, and
reputations; all are people for whom teaching and mentoring of students is the first pri
ority; and all are people who are eager to serve their community through scholarship
or other community outreach programs.

RAQUEL ALDANA-PINDELL
Assistant Professor of law

Professor Aldana-Pindell earned her
J.D. degree in 1997 from Harvard
University, where she served as
•, J
articles editor of the Harvard Civil
Rights-Civil Liberties Law Review. She comes to the Boyd
School of Law from the University of Baltimore where she
has been teaching Human Rights courses. Prior to teach
ing at the University of Baltimore, she was an associate
with the firm of Jones, Day, Reavis & Pogue. Professor
Aldana-Pindell is teaching Immigration Law and
International Public Law in the 2000-2001 academic year.
.... ."lilt
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JENNIFER ANDERSON
legal Writing Professor

Professor Anderson earned her J.D.
degree from the University of Michigan
..
\,
Law School in 1994, where she served
.,
on the Journal of Law Reform. From
1994 to 1998 she was in private practice in Phoenix,
Arizona with the law firms of Snell and Wilmer and Lewis
and Roca. Most recently she has worked as a staff attor
ney at the Arizona Center for Law in the Public Interest
where her practice focused on litigation and appellate
advocacy on behalf of individuals and conservation
organizations in the areas of environmental and natural
resources law. Professor Anderson is teaching Lawyering
Process in the 2000-2001 academic year.

JI. �·-

RICHARD JANSSON.JR
legal Writing Professor
Professor Ansson earned his J.D.
degree from the University of
Oklahoma College of Law in 1997.
There he served as Editor-in-Chief of
the American Indian Law Review. Subsequently he earned
an LL.M. degree at the University of Missouri at Kansas
City School of Law. Professor Ansson has authored
numerous articles in the areas of Indian law, public land
use, environmental law, international law, and conflict of
laws. He worked for the law firm of Freilich, Leitner &
Carlisle in Kansas City; as a legal consultant in American
Indian Law for tribal nations; and as an adjunct professor
of law at the University of Missouri at Kansas City School
of Law. He most recently served as a judicial clerk to
Justice Douglas Johnstone of the Alabama Supreme
Court. Professor Ansson is teaching Lawyering Process
and Commercial Law in the 2000-2001 academic year.

ANNETTE RUTH APPELL
Associate Professor of law
Professor Appell earned her J.D. in
1986 from Northwestern University
School of Law and her B.A. from
Cornell University. At Northwestern,
she was a member of the Northwestern Journal of
International Law and Business. She practiced law with
the Chicago law firms of Sonnenschein Nath & Rosenthal
and Meites, Frackman, Mulder, Burger & Mollica. She also
served as attorney and guardian ad litem at the Office of
the Public Guardian of Cook County in Chicago, Illinois.
From 1992 to 1996 she was a clinical instructor and attor
ney at the Northwestern University School of Law. From
1996 to 1998 she was an Assistant Professor at the
University of South Carolina School of Law. She teaches
in the legal clinic and in the areas of child welfare
individual liberties, juvenile and family law, and civil
procedure. Professor Appell has published extensively in
the area of children's rights and family law. She is directing
and teaching in the Child Welfare Clinic in the 2000-2001
academic year.

RICHARD L.BROWN
Director of the law library and
Professor of law
Professor Brown earned his J.D.
magna cum laude from Indiana
University in 1975, where he served as
an associate editor of the Indiana Law Journal, and earned
his M.LL. in 1978 from the University of Washington. He
came to the William S. Boyd School of Law as Director of
the Law Library and Professor of Law after serving for fif
teen years as Director of the Law Library and Professor of
Law at Arizona State University College of Law where he
oversaw the planning and construction of an architectural
award winning law library. Prior to joining the faculty at
Arizona State University, he was Assistant Law Librarian
and Assistant Professor of Law at Florida State University
College of Law. Professor Brown is teaching Property and
Wills, Trusts, and Estates in the 2000-2001 academic year.

CHRISTOPHER BRYANT
Assistant Professor of law

MARY E.BERKHEISER
Associate Professor of law
Professor Berkheiser earned her J.D.
magna cum laude in 1984 from the
University of Arizona. She was Editor
in-Chief of the Arizona Law Review
and earned theOutstanding Senior Award. She was a
law clerk to Arizona Supreme Court Justice Stanley
Feldman, and spent eight years as an attorney with Meyer,
Hendricks, Victor, Osborn & Maledon in Phoenix, Arizona,
where she practiced in the areas of employment law,
appellate litigation and professional liability defense. She
has prosecuted and defended appeals in the United States
Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit, Arizona Supreme
Court and Arizona Court of Appeals. Professor Berkheiser
taught in the Law School Clinic at the Arizona State
University College of Law from 1995 to 1998 in the areas
of employment, housing, and consumer law. Professor
Berkheiser is directing and teaching in the Juvenile
Justice Clinic in the 2000-2001 academic year.

Professor Bryant earned his J.D. with
high honors in 1994 from the
University of Chicago Law School,
where he was a topic access editor of
the University of Chicago Law Review. He subsequently
served as a law clerk to Judge James L. Buckley of the
United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia
Circuit and later became an associate at the law firm of
Shea & Gardner in Washington, D.C. Immediately prior to
joining the Boyd School of Law faculty, he held the posi
tion of Assistant Senate Legal Counsel in the Office of
Senate Legal Counsel. Professor Bryant is teaching
Criminal Law, Conflict of Laws, Legislation, and Federal
Courts in the 2000-2001 academic year.

'', .,'
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BRET C. BIRDSONG
Assistant Professor of law
Professor Birdsong earned his J.D.
degree summa cum laude in 1993
from the University of California,
Hastings College of Law, where he
served as a notes editor on the Hastings Law Journal.
Most recently Professor Birdsong has been a trial attor
ney at the U.S. Department of Justice, Attorney General's
Honors Program in the Environment and Natural
Resources Division, General Litigation Section. He has
served as an Ian Axford (New Zealand) Fellow in Public
Policy, researching the role of New Zealand's specialized
Environment Court and serving as a visiting fellow in the
Office of the New Zealand Parliamentary Commissioner
for the Environment. Professor Birdsong is teaching
Environmental Law in the 2000-2001 academic year.

�
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JAYS.BYBEE
Professor of law

Professor Bybee earned his J.D. cum
laude in 1980 from J. Reuben Clark
Law School, Brigham Young University.
, At Brigham Young he was the
Business Manager for the Brigham Young University
Law Review. Following graduation he served as a clerk to
the Honorable Donald Russell of the U.S. Court of Appeals
for the Fourth Circuit. In 1981 he became an associate
with the Washington, D.C. firm of Sidley & Austin. From
1984 to 1989 he was an attorney at the U.S. Department
of Justice Office of Legal Policy and Civil Division,
Appellate Staff. He served in the White House as Associate
Counsel to the President from 1989 until 1991 when he
joined the faculty of the Louisiana State University
Law Center and taught in the areas of constitutional
and administrative law. He has published articles in
various journals, including the Yale Law Journal,
Northwestern University Law Review, Vanderbilt Law
Review, and George Washington Law Review. Professor
Bybee is teaching Civil Procedure/Alternative Dispute
Resolution, Constitutional Law, and Administrative Law in
the 2000-2001 academic year.

�\
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MARY LAFRANCE
Professor of Law

SHANNON BYBEE
Executive Director, UNLV
International Gaming Institute
and Associate Professor,
William FHarrah College of
Hotel Administration, UNLV

Professor Bybee earned his J.D. from
the University of Utah College of Law in 1969, where he
was Managing Editor of the Utah Law Review and
selected for Order of the Coif and Phi Kappa Phi. After
graduation he clerked for the Chief Justice of the Nevada
Supreme Court and from 1971 to 1975 was on the Nevada
Gaming Control Board. Since 1975 he has practiced law
on a limited basis while holding numerous executive
positions in the gaming industry. Since 1994 he has
taught casino management and gaming regulation in the
W.F. Harrah College of Hotel Administration at UNLV, serving
also, since 1996, as Executive Director of the UNLV
International Gaming Institute. He is a founder and Past
President of the International Association of Gaming
Attorneys and has served as Chairman of the Gaming Law
Committee, General Practice Section of the ABA. He has
published numerous articles in legal, academic, and profes
sional journals on legal and gaming issues. Professor Bybee
is teaching Gaming Law in the 2000-2001 academic year.

ROBERT I. CORREALES
Assistant Professor of Law
Professor Correales earned his J.D. in
1991 from the University of Kansas
School of Law and an LL.M. from the
Georgetown University Law Center in
1993, where he served a two-year teaching fellowship. As
a fellow at Georgetown's Institute for Public Representation,
Professor Correales participated in clinical teaching of law
students in the fields of disability law, communications
law, and environmental law. From 1993 to 1998 he served
as Assistant Dean at the University of Wisconsin Law
School and taught a seminar on Law and People with
Disabilities and an undergraduate course in the Behavioral
Science and Law Program. Professor Correales is
teaching Torts in the 2000-2001 academic year.

DOUGLAS L. GRANT
Professor of Law
Professor Grant earned his J.D. in
1967 from the University of Colorado
School of Law, where he served as
Editor-in-Chief of the University of
Colorado Law Review. He proceeded into private law
practice with the firm of Davis, Graham, and Stubbs in
Denver, Colorado. Since 1968, Professor Grant had been
a faculty member at the University of Idaho College of
Law, most recently holding the title of Allan G. Shepard
Professor of Law. Among the courses Professor Grant has
taught are property, real estate finance, environmental
law, natural resources law, and water law. He is the
coauthor of Water Law: Cases and Materials (West
Publishing Company) and a contributing author of
Waters and Water Rights (Lexis Law Publishing). He has
served on the Board of Trustees of the Rocky Mountain
Mineral Law Foundation. Professor Grant is teaching
Property, Real Estate Finance, and Water Law in the
2000-2001 academic year.

LYNNE HENDERSON
Professor of Law
Professor Henderson earned her J.D.
degree in 1979 from Stanford Law
School, where she served as associ
ate editor of the Stanford Law Review.
She comes to the Boyd School of Law faculty from the
Indiana University-Bloomington School of Law where she
was a tenured faculty member since 1990. Previously,
Professor Henderson served on the faculty at the
Cleveland-Marshall College of Law and the Florida State
University College of Law. She has also been a visiting
faculty member at the University of California at Berkeley
School of Law, the University of Colorado School of Law,
the Santa Clara University School of Law, and the
University of San Francisco School of Law. Professor
Henderson is teaching Constitutional Law, Criminal Law,
and Feminist Jurisprudence in the 2000-2001 academic year.

LEAH A.KANE
Legal Writing Professor
Professor Kane joined the law school
faculty after working in Las Vegas for
Clark County Legal Services as a
litigation attorney and director of the
Law Student Community Service Program. She earned
her J.D. in 1990 from Emory University School of Law
where she was a member of the Emory Journal of
International Dispute Resolution. Following graduation,
she worked as an assistant public defender in West Palm
Beach, Florida and as an associate at England and
Associates, a Las Vegas firm, where she specialized in
employment litigation. Professor Kane is teaching
Lawyering Process and Evidence in the 2000-2001
academic year.

KAY P KINDRED
Associate Professor of Law
Professor Kindred came to the Boyd
School of Law from the College of
William and Mary, Marshall-Wythe
School of Law, where she had taught
since 1989. She has taught in the areas of family law,
education law, children's law, and law and society. Her
research interests also include constitutional law and con
flict of laws. Professor Kindred obtained her J.D. in 1980
from Columbia University School of Law and served as
submissions editor of the Columbia Human Rights Law
Review. Following her graduation, she served on the cor
porate legal staff for General Electric Company in
Connecticut and assistant to the general counsel at Old
Dominion University. Professor Kindred has served on the
Citizen's Advisory Task Force for the Virginia
Commission on Access and Diversity in Higher Education
and on the Board of Directors for the Avalon Center for
Women and Children. Professor Kindred is teaching
Contracts, Children in Society, and Family Law in the
2000-2001 academic year.

Professor Lafrance is a 1986 graduate
(with high honors) of Duke University
School of Law where she served as
Executive Editor of the Duke Law
Journal. She also earned her M.A. in philosophy from the
Duke University School of Graduate Studies in 1986. After
serving as a clerk to Judge Harry T. Edwards of the United
States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit,
Professor Lafrance joined the Washington, D.C. law firm
of Fried, Frank, Harris, Shriver & Jacobson as an associate
in its tax department. Since 1990, Professor Lafrance had
served on the faculty at the Florida State University
College of Law, where she taught and published in the
areas of intellectual property law and taxation. She also
taught in the area of entertainment law and served on the
faculty of the Florida State University School of Motion
Pictures, Television, and Recording Arts. Professor
Lafrance is teaching Federal Income Taxation, Intellectual
Property Law, and Entertainment Law in the 2000-2001
academic year.

BRUCE MARKELL
Professor of Law
Professor Markell came to the Boyd
School of Law from the Indiana
University-Bloomington School of Law,
where he had been a member of the
faculty since 1990. He has taught in the areas of bankruptcy,
contracts and commercial law. He is a contributing editor to
Collier Bankruptcy Manual, and is the author of Chapters 7
(Bankruptcy Crimes), 105 (Equitable Powers of Court), 1111
(Claims and Interests) and 1129 (Confirmation of Plan) in Collier
on Bankruptcy (15th rev. ed.), and of numerous other articles on
bankruptcy and commercial law. Professor Markell obtained
his J.D. in 1980 from the University of California-Davis School
of Law and served as Editor-in-Chief of the University of
California-Davis Law Review. After serving from 1980 to 1981
as a law clerk to the Honorable Anthony M. Kennedy of the
United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit, Professor
Markell spent nine years in private practice with several firms
in Los Angeles, resigning a partnership at Sidley & Austin in
order to enter law teaching. Recently, he has served as an
adviser to ELIPS, a joint venture of the USAID program and the
Indonesian government, on matters of Indonesian bankruptcy
law and on revision of Indonesian personal property security
law. Professor Markell is teaching Contracts, Bankruptcy, and
Secured Transactions in the 2000-2001 academic year.
THOMAS B. MCAFFEE
Professor of Law
Professor McAffee earned his J.D. in
1979 from the University of Utah
College of Law, where he served as
Articles Editor of the Utah Law Review.
Professor McAffee served as law clerk to the Honorable J.
Clifford Wallace, U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth
Circuit. He practiced in the labor department of Gray,
Cary, Ames and Frye in San Diego, California. From 1982
to 1998, he taught at Southern Illinois University School of
Law in the areas of constitutional law, American legal his
tory, statutory interpretation, first amendment rights,
administrative law, criminal procedure, jurisprudence,
legal argumentation, and legal writing and reasoning. He
has published numerous articles in law journals including
the Harvard Journal of Law and Public Policy, Columbia
Law Review, Brigham Young University Law Review, and
Temple Law Review and was awarded the Faculty
Achievement Award for Scholarship in 1997. His book,
Interest Rights the Written Construction and Popular
Sovereignty: The Founders' Understanding was published
in 2000. Professor McAffee is advising the Law Review
and is teaching American Legal History and
Constitutional Law in the 2000-2001 academic year.
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ANN C. MCGINLEY
Professor of Law

_,,

Professor McGinley earned her J.D. in
1982 from the University of
Pennsylvania Law School, where she
served as editor of the University of
Pennsylvania Law Review. After clerking for a federal dis
trict court judge in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, she spent
several years in private practice as a litigation attorney
with firms in Minnesota and New Jersey. In 1989,
Professor McGinley began her teaching career as an
Assistant Professor of Legal Writing at Brooklyn Law
School. She then joined the faculty at the Florida State
University College of Law, where she most recently held the
title of Associate Professor of Law & Director of Skills
Training. In addition to legal writing, Professor McGinley
has taught in the areas of employment law, civil pro
cedure and disability law. Professor McGinley is teaching
Civil Procedure/ADA, Employment Law, and Disability Law
in the 2000-2001 academic year.
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RICHARD J. MORGAN
Dean and Professor of Law
Dean Morgan came to the William S.
Boyd School of Law with a proven
track record of distinction in legal
education, having served at the helm
of both the Arizona State University College of Law and the
University of Wyoming College of Law. He is well known
and well regarded nationally throughout academic and
professional legal communities. Dean Morgan earned his
B.A. in Political Science at the University of California,
Berkeley in 1967. In 1971 he received his J.D. from
U.C.L.A., where he was an editor on the U.C.L.A. Law
Review. He practiced with the Los Angeles law firm of
Nossaman, Kreuger & Marsh in the corporate/securi
ties areas from 1971 to 1980. He was a professor at the
Arizona State University College of Law from 1980 to 1987
and served as Associate Dean from 1983 to 1987. He was
Dean at the University of Wyoming College of Law from
1987 to 1990 and returned to the Arizona State University
College of Law in 1990, where he served as Dean
and Professor of Law until 1997. He teaches in the
areas of commercial law, corporate finance, and
corporate reorganization.

NGA! L. PINDELL
Assistant Professor of Law
Professor Pindell earned his J.D. degree
in 1996 from Harvard University, where
he served as executive editor of the
Harvard Black Letter Journal. Most
recently Professor Pindell has been planning and teaching
a community development clinic course at the University
of Baltimore School of Law Community Development
Clinic. Prior to working in this program he served as a
staff attorney with Empowerment Legal Services
Program, Inc. and as an adjunct professor at the University
of Maryland School of Law where he supervised clinical
students representing community associations organized
in Village Centers under Baltimore's Empowerment
Zone designation. Professor Pindell is teaching
Business Organizations in the 2000-2001 academic year.

TERRILL POLLMAN
Assistant Professor of law
and Director of legal Research
and Writing
Professor Pollman received her B.A. in
art history from the University of
Arizona in 1972 and her J.D. magna cum laude in 1990
from the University of Arizona College of Law, where she
was an Articles Editor for the Arizona Law Review and
served as a legal writing instructor from 1991 to 1993.
From 1993 to 1996 she was Director of Legal Writing at
Stetson University College of Law. Professor Pollman later
served as Director of Legal Writing at the University of
Illinois College of Law at Urbana-Champaign. She has
taught courses in Advanced Legal Writing, Advocacy,
Feminist Jurisprudence, and U.S. Law. She is currently an
LL.M. candidate at the University of Illinois. Professor
Pollman is directing the Legal Research and Writing
Program and teaching Lawyering Process and Property in
the 2000-2001 academic year.

KIMBERLY L. ROSENTHAL
Assistant Professor of law
Professor Rosenthal earned her J.D. in
1994 from the University of Virginia
School of Law, where she served as
articles editor of the Virginia Law
Review. Upon graduation, she joined the law firm of
Covington and Burling in Washington, D.C. as an associate
working primarily in litigation. Professor Rosenthal is new
to teaching and has an interest in teaching in the area of
criminal law. Professor Rosenthal, who was born and raised
in Las Vegas, is teaching Criminal Procedure in the Spring
2001 semester.

MICHAEL L. ROSENTHAL
Assistant Professor of Law
Professor Rosenthal is a 1993 magna
cum laude graduate of Harvard Law
School, where he served as executive
editor of the Harvard Law Review.
After serving as a law clerk to Judge Stephen Breyer of
the United States Court of Appeals for the First Circuit,
he became an associate at the law firm of Covington
and Burling in Washington, D.C. where he practiced
primarily in litigation. Professor Rosenthal is teaching
Antitrust and Professional Responsibility in the 2000-2001
academic year.

ANN LYTER THOMAS
legal Writing Professor
Professor Thomas earned her J.D.
degree in 1993 from the Washington
University School of Law where she
served as Associate Editor of the
Washington University Journal of Urban and
Contemporary Law. Since her graduation, Professor
Thomas was an associate at Schreck Morris, a Las Vegas
law firm, where she worked in the areas of litigation and
employment law. Prior to attending law school, she was
an English teacher in the Cornwall-Lebanon School
District in Lebanon, Pennsylvania. Professor Thomas is
teaching Lawyering Process and Pretrial Litigation in the
2000-2001 academic year.

CARL WILLIAM TOBIAS
Professor of law
Professor Tobias earned his LLB.
degree at the University of Virginia.
From 1975 until 1998, he was a
professor at the University of Montana
School of Law, where he taught administrative law,
constitutional law, environmental law, federal courts,
land use planning, products liability, and torts. He has
visited on the faculty of several law schools, including
Georgetown, Temple, North Carolina, Pittsburgh,
Rutgers-Camden, and Seton Hall. Professor Tobias has
written extensively in the areas of federal civil proce
dure and federal courts, publishing articles in numerous
journals, including Cornell Law Review, Stanford Law
Review, Columbia Law Review, and Harvard Journal on
Legislation. He is currently a member of the American
Law Institute and the study committee to review the
Nevada Rules of Civil Procedure. He has served on the
District Court Local Rules Review Committee, Ninth
Circuit Judicial Council and the Civil Justice Reform Act
Advisory Group, United States District Court for the
District of Montana. Professor Tobias is teaching Torts
and advising the Law Review during the 2000-2001
academic year.

JEAN M. WHITNEY
legal Writing Professor
JEFFREY W STEMPEL
Associate Dean for Academic
Affairs and Professor of law
Professor Stempel is a 1981
graduate of Yale Law School, where
he was an editor of the Yale Law
Journal and co-founder of the Yale Law and Policy Review.
He spent two years as a law clerk to a federal district court
judge in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania and three years in pri
vate practice with a firm in Minneapolis, Minnesota before
entering the teaching profession. Professor Stempel
served on the faculty at Brooklyn Law School and the
Florida State University College of Law, where he held the
title of Fonvielle & Hinkle Professor of Litigation.
Professor Stempel has numerous publications to his
credit, including books, treatise chapters and supple
ments, and law review articles. Professor Stempel is
teaching Insurance Law and Civil Procedure/ADA in the
2000-2001 academic year.

Professor Whitney is a 1988 magna
cum laude graduate of the William
Mitchell College of Law. After earning
her J.D. degree, she served as a clerk
to Chief Justices Douglas K. Amdahl and Peter S. Popovich
of the Minnesota Supreme Court and also as an assistant
attorney general for the Minnesota Attorney General's
Office. From 1990 to 1999, Professor Whitney held the
position of Director of Policy and Legal Services for the
Minnesota Department of Corrections and taught as an
adjunct professor at the William Mitchell College of Law.
Professor Whitney is teaching Lawyering Process and
Juvenile Law in the 2000-2001 academic year.

DONALD CASTLE
Computer Operations Manager
Donald received his B.A. in
Communications with a minor in
Environmental Studies at the
University of Nevada, Las Vegas in
1995. He is currently working on an M.A. in
Communication/Internet Studies. Don provides instruc
tion to individuals and groups on many computer software
programs as well as Internet features including E-mail,
web browsing and news groups, and research techniques.
Prior to joining the staff at the Boyd School of Law, he was
a computer technical support specialist at the Department
of Energy and a learning resource coordinator at the
University of Phoenix. Donald is responsible for all comput
er support for the Boyd School of Law and Law Library.

CHRISTINE SMITH
Associate Dean for
Administration and Student
Affairs
Dean Smith has served as the
Associate Dean since the founding of
the Law School. She came to the Boyd School of Law with
more than 20 years of experience in educational adminis
tration. She serves on many university, state bar, and
community committees. Prior to joining the Boyd School
of Law, she served as Assistant Dean of Student Services
at Arizona State University College of Law, supervising all
student services functions, including the Admissions
Office, Career Services Office, and Student Financial
Assistance. She earned a B.S. in Marketing from Arizona
State University and a Master of Education/Educational
Leadership with distinction from Northern Arizona
University.

DEENA R.TRUEBLOOD
Director of Career
Services/Registrar
Deena received her B.A. in Criminal
Justice from the University of
Nevada, Las Vegas in 1994 and her
M.A. in that same field from UNLV in 1999. From 1986
through 1991 she served as a Korean linguist in the
United States Army, earning the rank of Sergeant after
three years of service. Prior to joining the staff at the Boyd
School of Law, Deena served as the Assistant Director and
ultimately as the Director of Admissions for the State Bar
of Nevada from 1991 to 1998. Her responsibilities as
Director of Admissions included the annual administra
tion of the Nevada bar examination for more than 500
applicants. Deena has also held the position of Chair of the
Testing Subcommittee for the Committee of Bar Admissions
Administrators.

FRANK D. DURAND
Assistant Dean for Admissions
and Financial Aid
Frank received his B.A. in Economics
from the University of New Mexico
and his J.D. from Stanford Law
School, where he served as a resident advisor and was a
member of the Latino Law Students Association. After
graduating from Stanford, he was an associate with the
law firm of Sherman and Howard in Denver, Colorado,
specializing in environmental law. From 1993 to 1998 he
was Assistant Dean for Student Affairs at The George
Washington University Law School in Washington, D.C.,
where he worked with a student body of over 1600 students;
among his duties was responsibility for the issues
and concerns of students in the part-time, evening division.

SUSAN NIEHOFF
Operations Manager
Susan came to the William S. Boyd
School of Law with over 13 years of
diverse business experience. She
received her Bachelor of Business
Administration from the University of Wisconsin, Madison,
and her MBA from the University of Nevada, Las Vegas. She
worked as an Internal Auditor for operational and con
struction audits at Harvard University in the late 1980s.
From 1990 to 1996 she served as a Cost Analyst and
assistant to the Controller at Northwestern University. Most
recently, Susan was a Budget Analyst in the Budget
Office of the University of Nevada, Las Vegas.

DIANNE REDSULL
Executive Assistant to
the Dean
Dianne has over 20 years of adminis
trative experience at the University of
Nevada, Las Vegas. Most recently,
Dianne served as Special Assistant to the President during
the creation and development of the School of Law. She
has 1O years experience as assistant to the Vice President
for Development. She has also worked with the UNLV
Foundation and has served as corporate secretary to the
Foundation Board ofTrustees. Dianne has an Associate's
Degree in Business from Trinidad State Junior College.

STEVEN ELKINS
Head of Technical Services
Steven earned his M.L.S. degree from
the University of Maryland in 1985. In
addition, he earned MA degrees in
English literature from the University
of Virginia in 1981 andTheology from Wheaton College in
1979. Prior to joining the library staff at the Boyd School
of Law, Steven served most recently as the Assistant
Director for Technical Services at the Villanova University
Law Library. He has also worked as a catalog librarian at
the University of Virginia Law Library.

JENNIFER GROSS
Reference Librarian
Jennifer received her B.A. in History
from the University of Pennsylvania in
1990 and her J.D. from Pace
University School of Law in 1993.
She received an M.L.S. with a certificate of Law
Librarianship from the University of Washington in 1995.
From 1995 until 1998 Jennifer was the Foreign and
International Law Librarian at Ohio State University
College of Law, where she also taught a seminar in
Advanced Legal Research.

SEAN SAXON
Technical Services Librarian
Sean received his B.A. in 1989 from
Michigan State University where he
majored in employee relations and
psychology. He worked at Electronic
Data Systems from 1990 to 1993. He received his M.L.I.S.
from Wayne State University in 1995 and was a mono
graphs cataloger at the University of Alabama from 1996
to 1998. While at the University of Alabama, he also
served in the systems office and assisted with computer
support.

KORY D. STAHELI
Associate DirectorIHead of
Public Services, Law Librarian
Kory received his B.A. in Political
Science from Brigham Young
University in 1984 and his J.D. from J.
Reuben Clark Law School at Brigham Young University in
1987. He practiced law at the firm of Snow, Nuffer,
Engstrom and Drake in St. George, Utah, from 1987-1990.
In 1991 he received his M.L.I.S. from Brigham Young
University. Since 1991 Kory has served in several capaci
ties at the Howard W. Hunter Law Library at Brigham
Young University. From 1990-1991 he was a reference
librarian, and he became Head of Reference Services in
1991. From 1995 to January 1998 he was Associate
Director for Public Services and held full university tenure
and continuing faculty status. Kory also served as Director •
of First Year Legal Research at J. Reuben Clark Law
School. He is the recipient of the J. Reuben Clark Law
School Distinguished Service Award. In 1995 he was
named an American Association of Law Libraries Call for
Papers Award Winner for his paper "Motivating Law
Students to Develop Competent Legal Research Skills:
Combating the Negative Findings of the Howland and
Lewis Survey".

MATTHEW WRIGHT
Reference Librarian
Matthew recently completed his
M.L.I.S. degree at the University of
Washington where he served as a
law library intern. He earned his
J.D. degree from the University of Utah College of
Law in 1997. While a law student, Matthew worked
as a library assistant, a faculty research assistant,
an intern at the Legal Resource Center in Cape
Town, South Africa, and as a teaching assistant in
the academic support program.
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Required Courses
Civil Procedure/Alternative Dispute Resolution I
LAW 511 3 credits

Exploration of the nature and structure of dispute resolution
systems, with a focus on formal adjudicatory procedure for civil
lawsuits while exposing students to the spectrum and
interrelation of dispute resolution systems. Includes jurisdiction,
venue, rules of procedure, and choice of law.
Civil Procedure/Alternative Dispute Resolution II
LAW 531 3 credits

Continuation of Civil Procedure and Alternative Dispute
Resolution I. Includes pretrial practice, pretrial dispositions, and
court-imposed alternative dispute resolution mechanisms.
Constitutional Law I LAW 517 3 credits

Role of the courts in the federal system, distribution of powers
between state and federal governments, and the role of
procedure in litigation of constitutional questions.
Contracts I LAW 503 3 credits

Lawyering Process II LAW 515 3 credits
Continuation of Lawyering Process I.
Lawyering Process Ill, Appellate Advocacy
LAW 610 4 credits

Final semester in the three-semester program that teaches legal
writing, legal research, and professionalism and introduces other
lawyering skills. Focuses on appellate advocacy. Students
complete a complex, multi-issue brief. Assignments are
staged to allow intervention and instruction during the writing
process. Additionally, students engage in oral argument before a
panel of judges.
Professional Responsibility LAW 613 3 credits

This course examines the law governing lawyers, the rules that
govern how members of the legal profession, including judges as
well as lawyers, may or must behave. Sources of these rules are
many - the Constitution, statutes, procedural, evidentiary, and
court rules, and rules of professional conduct.

Overview of basic contract law. Exploration of common law
legal method and the structure of Article 2 of the Uniform
Commercial Code in the context of issues of contract formation.

Property I LAW 521 3 credits
Acquisitions of property interest, estates in land and future
interests, and landlord-tenant issues.

Contracts II LAW 519 3 credits
Continuation of Contracts I with an emphasis on interpretation
of contracts.

Property II LAW 525 3 credits
Real estate transactions, easements and other servitudes, and
public land use regulation.

Criminal Law LAW 616 3 credits

Torts I LAW 523 3 credits

Introduction to criminal law with emphasis on principles of
criminal liability
Introduction to Law LAW 501 1 credit

Introduction to the basic concepts of law, the role of lawyers
in society, the historical roots of common law and equity, the
reasoning used by attorneys and courts, and the interpretation
of statutes.

Law of civil injuries, including legal protection of
personality, property, and relational interests against
physical, economic, and emotional harms.
Torts II LAW 529 3 credits

Continuation of Torts I with an emphasis on strict
liability and products liability

Lawyering Process I LAW 505 3 credits
Provides students, through course work and simulated cases, the
opportunity to examine the relationship between legal analysis
and lawyering tasks such as effective legal research strategies,
legal writing, oral advocacy, and client interviewing and counsel
ing, with an emphasis on professionalism and ethics.

Elective Courses
Administrative Law LAW 604 3 credits

Examines the legal structure of federal and state government agen
cies, how they may be structured under the Constitution, how they
issue and enforce regulations, and how they make decisions.
Advanced Appellate Advocacy LAW 718 2-4 credits

Students engage in research and analysis of a complex litigation
appeal, draft a brief in the hypothetical case, and engage in oral
argument and any required motion practice.

Advanced Contracts (Sales and Leasing)
LAW 637 3 credits

This course will examine advanced issues in the sale of goods both
domestically and internationally, leasing of goods, and the sale ol
goods over the internet. Statutes involved will be Articles 2 and 2A
of the UCC, the Convention on the International Sale of Goods,and
other state laws and federal laws on electronic commerce.
Advanced Mediation LAW 715* 3 credits

Students study sophisticated mediation issues and perform ,
mediation simulation exercise.

Advanced Negotiation LAW 719* 2-4 credits

Students engage in discussion of negotiation theory,
including insights offered by cognitive theory, games theory,
and other disciplines. Students also engage in sophisticated
simulation problems as representatives of hypothetical clients.
Alternative Dispute Resolution Practicum
LAW 714* 3 credits

Students engage in simulated situations involving various
means of alternative dispute resolution in action, including
simulated forms of mediation, arbitration, and various
hybrids of ADR.
American Legal History LAW 602 3 credits

Examination of major issues in American legal history such
as the role of lawyers in society, the role of law in developing
the economy, and the development of American legal insti
tutions.
Arbitration LAW 717* 3 credits

Examination of the history and use of arbitration as well as
its current legal status. Focus will be on substantive legal
doctrines of arbitration, particularly enforcement of
arbitration agreements, and on arbitration procedure,
particularly the manner in which arbitration may be
conducted in various contexts.
Basic Bankruptcy LAW 605 3 credits

This course will review the basic elements of business and
consumer bankruptcy under federal bankruptcy statutes.
Emphasis will be placed on problem solving and ethical issues.
The Bill of Rights in Law and History LAW 710 2-3 credits

Students will read recent works on the Bill of Rights and
consider contemporary and historical questions about the
meaning and purpose of the Bill of Rights or one of its
particular provisions. Topics covered will include federalism,
populism, the role of reason in conceptualizations of the
Constitution and Bill of Rights,the problem of unenumerated
rights and issues raised by the incorporation controversy.
Business Organizations I LAW 626 3 credits

This course examines different forms of business
organization, including corporations, partnerships, and
limited liability companies. It will focus on similarities and
differences among these forms,and it will examine the roles,
responsibilities and rights of the persons involved in business
organizations. The course will not cover federal regulation of
securities or issuers.

Children in Society: Selected Problems
LAW 711 2-3 credits

Seminar examines issues related to laws and policy govern
ing the place and treatment of children in American society.
Specific issues covered will vary somewhat based on current
events and student interest, but generally will focus on legal
and policy issues affecting the meaning of the state's parens
patrial obligation,the parent-child relationship,and the family.
Civil Rights Litigation LAW 647* 3 credits

Students examine,analyze,and evaluate the various stages of
a complex case involving a civil rights claim made pursuant
to the Constitution, federal anti-discrimination statutes, or
common law.
Community Property LAW 630 2-3 credits

This course examines the law dealing with the classification,
management and distribution of marital property acquisition
within the community property jurisdictions of the United States.
Conflict of Laws LAW 635 2-3 credits

This course will focus on the problem of choosing which
jurisdiction's law should be applied to transactions, relation
ships,or events with contacts in more than one jurisdiction.
Congressional Externship LAW 750 3-6 credits

Explores the legislative process by placing students in
legislative offices in Washington, D.C.
Constitutional Law II LAW 624 3 credits

Examination of fundamental protection for person, property,
and political and social rights.
Criminal Procedure LAW 653 3 credits

This course will examine the 4th, 5th and 6th Amendments
(rights of criminal defendants) to the United States
Constitution. Students will study the history and development
of these amendments as well as the interpretation given to
them by the Supreme Court.
Cyberlaw LAW 646* 3 credits

Study of legal issues attending use of computers and
electronic communications and commerce, including
intellectual property concerns related to cyberspace and
features such as websites,e-commerce,and communications.
Directed Readings LAW 780 7-3 credits

Students earn credit for completing readings under the
supervision and approval of a faculty member.

Directed Research LAW 781 1-3 credits

Child, Parent, and the State LAW 636 2-3 credits

Students research and write about a legal topic of their
choice under the guidance and supervision of a faculty
member who has approved their choice of topic. Students
further their knowledge of the area, as well as their legal
research and writing skills.

Child Welfare Clinic LAW 770 6 credits

Examines the law of disability discrimination, focusing on
the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 and other federal
and state statutes, case law, and regulations governing the
civil rights of persons with disabilities to education,
employment, public accommodations, and housing.

Survey course explores the legal relationships between
children, their parents,and the state,covering such issues as
the child as an autonomous being, the child's role in the
family, family autonomy, and the obligations of parents and
the state to children.
Under direct supervision of the professor, students represent
clients in civil litigation regarding child protection, termina
tion of parental rights, adoption or other related matters. In
order to represent clients in court, students must be licensed
under Nevada's student practice rule. Course will also have
classroom component.

Disability Law LAW 617 3 credits

Economics and the Law LAW 723 3 credits

Application of economic analysis to the topics confronted in
litigation. Topics include macroeconomic theory, property
rights, contracts, torts, discrimination, eminent domain,
copyrights,patents,antitrust,and criminal law.
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Education Law and Policy LAW 638 2-3 credits

This seminar will examine six distinct and highly visible areas
of education law and policy, primarily in K-12: compulsory
education, school governance and due process,school finance,
private schools, religion and public schools, and equal
educational opportunity.
Employment Discrimination Law LAW 618 3 credits
This course examines the law of employment discrimina
tion, focusing on Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the
Civil Rights Act of 1991, the Age Discrimination Employment
Act of 1967 and other federal and state statutes, case law,
and regulations protecting the civil rights of employees and
job applicants.

Federal Courts LAW 634 3 credits
This course examines federal jurisdiction and the law of
federal-state relations. Specific topics covered are the federal
judicial powers, congressional allocation of jurisdiction, choice
of law, district court jurisdiction, appellate review, civil judicial
reform, 42 USC Section 1983, Implied Right of Action,
11th Amendment,and federal habeas corpus.
Federal Income Tax LAW 603 3 credits

Overview of the code provisions governing the taxation of indi
vidual income and the basic
concepts and legal doctrines
which courts employ in imple
menting those provisions.

Employment Law LAW 619 3 credits

This course surveys the law of employment relations focusing on
common law exceptions to the employment at will doctrine
through public policy, individual contracts, handbooks, and tort
doctrine. The course examines just cause provisions of the
Model Termination Act and analyzes common law and statutory
protections afforded to employee speech and employee privacy
and examines federal wages and hours legislation.
Entertainment Law LAW 641 3 credits

This course surveys a wide range of legal issues pertinent to live
and recorded entertainment, including intellectual property
rights,contract formation and breach,regulatory schemes, labor
issues,and first amendment considerations.
Environmental Quality Law LAW 651 3 credits

This course provides an overview of the law and policy of
environmental quality and pollution control. The course
addresses the origins and development of modern statutory
environmental law as it relates to the various media: air, water
and soil.
Estate and Gift Tax LAW 650 2-3 credits
This course examines the federal taxation regime applicable to
gifts and inheritances.
Evidence LAW 606 3 credits

This course focuses on the Federal Rules of Evidence and the
issues that arise out of their use and provides an understanding
of the rules including both their theoretical basis and how they
function in the courtroom. This course addresses preparation
and presentation of various kinds of evidence,including proof of
writings, qualifications and examination of witnesses, privilege,
opinion testimony, demonstrative, experimental, scientific
evidence, determination of relevancy, and application of the
hearsay rule.
Family Law LAW 607 3 credits

Basic family law course which covers legal construction of the
family and relationship between the state and the family,
marriage,divorce,custody, and adoption.

Ill

Feminist Jurisprudence
LAW 639 2-3 credits

This course explores feminist theory in
relation to the law. It examines the historical
foundations of women's legal subordination as well as
the various strands of feminist legal theory. Specific units of
study may include topics such as affirmative action,comparable
worth, family, education, sexual harassment, domestic violence,
the teaching and practice of law, pornography and free speech,
and abortion.
Gaming Law I LAW 622 3 credits

A study of the law relating to gaming activities with emphasis on
the laws, policies, and procedures that developed primarily
through court decisions and developed separately, for the most
part, from the regulation and control of gambling through
administrative agencies. A study of how gaming regulations
impact those who interact with gaming operators.

Gaming Law II LAW 623 3 credits

An examination of the regulatory laws, principles, and
mechanisms for the regulation and control of gaming
businesses. The historical development of regulatory laws,
policies, procedures, and structures will be reviewed and
analyzed. The role of court decisions, statutory enactments,
and administrative rules and procedures in this process
will be studied.
Health Law, Policy and Regulation LAW 648 3 credits

Students study the U.S. Health Care system and its legal
structure, including both state and federal regulation and health
care litigation.
Insurance Law LAW 608 3 credits

Overview of the theory and operation of insurance, including the
marketing, underwriting, and claims processes. The major forms
of insurance will be surveyed while the primary focus will be on
issues of insurance policy construction and judicial reso
lution of recurring coverage issues.

Intellectual Property II LAW 629 3 credits

This course covers federal copyright law, with minor attention
to some closely related doctrines. This course introduces
the fundamental principles and public policy questions of
federal copyright law. Although some state law doctrines will
be examined from time to time, copyright law in the United
States is almost exclusively federal. This course is for students
whose career interests include intellectual property or enter
tainment law and is also recommended for those interested in
communications law, general business transactions, and/or
commercial litigation.
International Public Law LAW 652 3 credits

This course is designed to introduce students to the doctrines,
institutions, and methodology of modern international law. The
course examines the legal systems governing relations among
states and its expansion to non-state actors. Students will also
analyze the application on international law in domestic courts,
international tribunals and organizations, and doctrines of juris
diction and immunities and human rights.
Interviewing, Counseling and Negotiations
LAW 713* 3 credits

Students study three principal forms of lawyering that take
place outside the courtroom. Through participation in
exercises and simulations, students examine issues of
client relations, decision-making, and ethics in dealing with
opponents as well as in guiding clients.

Judicial Externship LAW 751 3-6 credits

Explores the role of the judiciary in the legal system by means of
in-class discussions and field placements in judicial chambers in
federal and Nevada state courts.
Juvenile Justice Clinic LAW 771 6 credits

Intellectual Property I LAW 621 3 credits

A study of the law relating to the protection of literary, artistic,
and musical material; copyright law, including publication,
subjects protected, and extent of protection; aspects of unfair
competition, and right of privacy.

Under direct supervision of the professor, students represent
juveniles in juvenile court and district court proceedings
involving charges of criminal conduct. To represent these clients,
students must be licensed under Nevada's student practice
rule for court appearances. The course will also have a
classroom component.

Juvenile Law
LAW 644 2-3 credits

This course examines the procedural and substantive law and
judicial administration relating to juvenile justice. Primary area
of concentration: rights of the accused juvenile, police conduct
and detention, reference for adult prosecution, adjudication,
treatment vs. punishment, and the roles of the lawyer in the juve
nile court system.
Labor Law LAW 640 3 credits

This course will explore the employer/employee/union relation
ship, its historical and economic developments, and its modern
statutory framework.
Land Use Regulation LAW 633 3 credits

The course focuses on public regulation of land use, including
zoning, subdivision regulation, and regulation of urban growth.
Coverage will include the planning process, constitutional
limitations on land use controls, state and regional regulation,
aesthetic regulation and discriminatory zoning, and private land
use alternatives.
Law and the American Indian LAW 625 3 credits

An anthropological, historical, and legal study of the American
Indian,including a focus on American Indian traditional law and
values, federal policy, and current legal issues.
Law and Literature LAW 609 1-3 credits

The study of real or functional depictions of lawyers and the
legal system from a literary perspective to gain a new under
standing of the law.
Law and Social Justice LAW 642 3 credits

Course examines the role of law in creating, perpetuating, and
dismantling hierarchies of power and privilege in society,
particularly those based on social/ethnic groupings, gender,
socio-economic class, sexual orientation, and disabilities. The
primary aim is to enable students to read law critically with an
understanding of the ways in which techniques, practices, and
rhetorical strategies can exclude and subordinate based on
categories of identity
Law Journal LAW 760 1-3 credits

Academic credit for successful completion of work by a member
of the Law Review.
Lawyering Theory and Practice LAW 645* 3 credits

Students study and perform a range of tasks and services
performed by practicing attorneys in the representation of
clients. Exercises include counseling, assessment of legal
problems, efforts for resolution, litigation and defense through
complaints, motions, discovery, and trial-related activity
Legislation and Statutory Interpretation LAW 643 3 credits

This course will explore some of the various procedural,
constitutional, and jurisprudential issues raised by a study of
the unique role that state and federal legislatures play in our
constitutional order.
Mediation Clinic LAW 772* 2-6 credits

The School of Law operates a mediation service for actual clients
of modest means who may benefit from these forums of
alternative dispute resolution. Student work is supervised by a
faculty member to whom students report.
Payment Systems LAW 628 3 credits

Pretrial Litigation LAW 627 3 credits

A hands-on experience of the pretrial litigation process in the
federal court system. Students will act as lawyers in a simulated
civil case, interviewing and counseling clients, conducting legal
research, drafting pleadings, and engaging in discovery practice,
settlement negotiations, and pre-trial motion practice.
Products Liability LAW 611 3 credits

This course analyzes the substantive law, underlying theory
and policy, and practice of products liability - liability for
injuries by defective consumer products.
Prosecutor Externship Program LAW 773 6 credits

This is a program designed to help students develop an
in-depth understanding of the Nevada Criminal Justice System
by providing opportunities to work under the supervision of
prosecutors at the Clark County District Attorney's office, cou
pled with a weekly seminar on the role of prosecutors in the
system.
Real Estate Finance LAW 614 3 credits

Mortgages, deeds of trust, installment land contracts, construction
financing,mechanics' liens,sales and back leases.
Remedies LAW 631 3 credits

This course will explore what lawyers and courts do to help
someone who has been, or is about to be, wronged. The course
will provide an in-depth look at the four major categories of
remedies: damages, coercive remedies, declaratory relief,and
restitution.
Secured Transactions LAW 615 3 credits

Covers Article 9 of the Uniform Commercial Code with respect
to taking security interests in personal property Emphasis on
interplay with real property security and bankruptcy, problem
solving, and ethical issues.
Society of Advocates LAW 716 1-3 credits

Students participate in forensic competitions, such as moot
court and trial practice, involving legal research and analysis
and brief writing as well as oral arguments or other advanced
lawyering tasks.
Taxation of Business Entities LAW 649 3 credits

This course surveys federal income taxation of business entities
and their owners, including corporations and partnerships.
Trial Advocacy LAW 712 3 credits

Students design, execute, and practice the lawyering tasks
specifically associated with actual courtroom trials, including
opening statements, direct examination, cross-examination,
evidentiary objections, and closing arguments. Students
perform these tasks in the context of hypothetical cases.

Water Law LAW 620 3 credits

Acquisition and exercise of private rights in water, public rights
and environmental protection, water distribution organizations,
interstate water allocation, and federal-state relations in water
resource management.
Wills, Trusts and Estates LAW 632 3 credits

This course examines intestate succession, family protection,
execution of wills, will contests, will substitutes,creation of trusts,
modification and termination of trusts, and administration of
estates and trusts.

This course will examine the legal rules regarding
payment for goods and services. Included in this study will be
portions of Articles 3 and 4 of the Uniform Commercial Code,
federal statutes regarding credit and debit cards, and rules
regarding negotiable instruments.
*To be approved by University Curriculum Committee in Fall 2000

FULL-TIME/ DAY DIVISION (SAMPLE PROGRAM)
YEAR ONE
FALL
INTRODUCTION TO LAW
CIVIL PROCEDURE/ADR I
CONTRACTS I
LAWYERING PROCESS I
PROPERTY I
TORTS I
SPRING
CIVIL PROCEDURE/ADR II
CONTRACTS II
LAWYERING PROCESS II
PROPERTY 11
TORTS II
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3
3
3
3
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3
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YEAR ONE
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FALL
INTRODUCTION TO LAW
CONTRACTS I
TORTS I
LAWYERING PROCESS I

3
4
3
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SPRING
CONTRACTS II
TORTS II
LAWYERING PROCESS II

COMMUNITY SERVICE CLINIC - NO CREDIT
YEAR TWO
FALL
CONSTITUTIONAL LAW I
LAWYERING PROCESS Ill
PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITY
· ELECTIVES

PART-TIME/ DAY DIVISION (SAMPLE PROGRAM)
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SPRING
CRIMINAL LAW
ELECTIVES

SUMMER
ELECTIVES

1
3
3
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3
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YEAR TWO
'YEAR THREE

FALL
CIVIL PROCEDURE I
PROPERTY I
LAWYERING PROCESS Ill
SPRING
CIVIL PROCEDURE II
PROPERTY II
CRIMINAL LAW

YEAR ONE
FALL
INTRODUCTION TO LAW
CONTRACTS I
LAWYERING PROCESS I
TORTS I

SUMMER
ELECTIVES

FALL
CONSTITUTIONAL LAW I
PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITY
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SUMMER
LAWYERING PROCESS Ill

SPRING
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YEAR TWO

4

3
3
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9
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YEAR FOUR

SPRING
CRIMINAL LAW
CIVIL PROCEDURE/ADR II
PROPERTY II
SUMMER ELECTIVES
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SPRING
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SPRING
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3
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YEAR THREE

SPRING
CONTRACTS II
LAWYERING PROCESS 11
TORTS II

YEAR FOUR
FALL
ELECTIVES

3
3
�
10

10
9

FALL
ELECTIVES

10

SPRING
ELECTIVES
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NEVADA LAW JOURNAL

I

The faculty and students have worked together to develop the
Nevada Law Journal, a publication devoted to scholarly research.
The Law Journal will publish its first issue in the 2000-2001 acade
mic year featuring material on subjects of interest to the legal com
munity at large and on subjects of particular interest to practicing
lawyers in Nevada.
Academic credit is awarded for participation in Law Journal (one credit per semester for
staff members, and two credits for editorial board members and for semesters of editorial
board service).
There is considerable reward in being selected to the Law
Journal. Participation in Law Journal provides important
opportunities to develop research, writing, critical thinking,
and other important lawyering skills. The
experience benefits attorneys throughout their
careers and is considered a valuable credential.
WILLIAM 5. BOYD SCHOOL OF LAW SOCIETY OF ADVOCATES

The William S. Boyd School of Law Society of
Advocates is the school's appellate and trial
forensic program, a co-curricular student
advocacy activity. The Society consists of
an Executive Board of 3-5 students and
10-16 team members who participate in
interscholastic competitions. Each acade
mic year, teams compete in a variety of
competitions, such as mock trial, client
counseling, negotiation, mediation, and
alternative dispute resolution advocacy,
as well as traditional appellate advocacy.
Students are selected to be members of
the Society of Advocates based on their
performance in the Lawyering Process III
moot court exercise, which includes a
written brief, oral argument before the
Lawyering Process faculty, and oral argu
ment before attorneys and judges from
Clark County.
Students who successfully part1c1pate in
competitions on behalf of the Society will
receive two credits based on evaluation of
their oral and written work in connection
with the Society.

m

HANDS-ON EXPERIENCES

I

Clinical Programs - The Law Firm Experience

The William S. Boyd School of Law Clinical Programs house the school's "law firm" and offer
students an integrated academic and practice-based educational experience which teaches
students to be reflective practitioners and community-oriented professionals.The clinics pro
vide service to communities in need of legal assistance and seek to improve the quality of,
and access to, legal systems that effect communities in need.

"The experience I had this summer working in
Judge Loehrer's chambers was very significant.
The value of this UNLV law school program
greatly exceeded my expectations. I had the
opportunity to work side by side with a judge
on a daily basis. This program enlightened me
to the court system first hand and gave me a
direct perspective on many areas of the law."

• Dave McAfee, Second-year, Full-time student

The clinics presently focus on two specific areas: Child Welfare and
Juvenile Justice. Under the Nevada Supreme Court Law Student Practice
Rule, students in the clinical programs may represent children in
delinquency and child welfare proceedings in the Juvenile Court of Clark
County and other state and federal courts, if necessary. Clinic students are
expected to take the lead in a real case and are responsible for develop
ing the attorney-client relationship and litigation strategy and conducting
fact investigation, legal research, and trial work. Students are supervised
by clinical professors devoted full time to clinical teaching. Enrollment is
limited to eight students in each clinic.

Externsh ip s

Students gain hands-on legal experience outside the classroom for academic credit through
the school's summer externship program. Students can participate in externships with the
state's judiciary, the State Legislature,the District Attorney's Office,and the US.Attorney's Office.
Com munity Service Program

The law school requires first-year students to participate in a community service program.
Working with Clark County Legal Services and Nevada Legal Services, teams of students
prepare and conduct weekly workshops for unrepresented people on basic procedures in
family or small claims court and on basic landlord/tenant law and bankruptcy law. This
program offers students the chance to assist groups of people in a general way without
giving specific legal advice. Students are required to attend
approximately five hours of training and to conduct weekly, two
hour workshops. In the second half of their law school careers,
students will have the opportunity, under direct faculty supervision,

to represent real clients in a variety of externships and in-house legal clinics,as well as to work
one-on-one with an attorney mentor on cases in consumer law and family law. By so doing,
they gain valuable training and experience. Moreover, these sorts of experiences should help
to reinforce the students' commitment to community service, while demonstrating to the
students that there is a large unmet need for legal services in our society today: We hope that
Boyd School of Law students and graduates will be a positive force - throughout their careers
- in meeting this need and in making their community a better place.

ACADEMIC REQUIREMENTS AND ASSISTANCE
Graduation Requirements

In order to receive the JD.degree from the Boyd School of Law,a student must
have been admitted to the law school, have completed at least 86 units of
credit with an overall cumulative average of at least 2.00,and have completed
all of the specific requirements for graduation, including the community ser
vice and writing requirements, and all required courses.
Writing Requirement

In order to graduate, each student must complete the Writing Requirement.
The Writing Requirement is satisfied by researching and writing a scholarly
paper that meets the Writing Requirement standards in conjunction with a semi
nar,a faculty-supervised directed research project,or a Law Journal submission
which is approved by the Law Journal Editorial Board and the Faculty Advisor.
Academic Support Program

The law school provides an academic support program
open to all students. The faculty teaches a series of
workshops on topics such as learning styles, class prepa
ration,outlining, general exam-taking skills and practice exams
in specific doctrinal areas. Although the program is open to all
students, students in academic difficulty may be required to take
advantage of some parts of the program. The Academic Support
Program supervises the Center for Academic Success and Enrichment.
Center for Academic Success and Enrichment

The Center for Academic Success and Enrichment (CASE) is student
operated and overseen by a faculty committee to facilitate learning and
academic success in law school. CASE hosts workshops and
presentations throughout the academic year to assist students with
class preparation, outlining, and general exam taking skills,
including practice exams. Tutoring is available in individual
subject areas. CASE is open to all students who desire
mentoring, advising, or tutoring and includes a resource
area with sample examinations and materials on
study skills, learning theories, and learning styles.

FACILITY

Law School

The Boyd School of Law is housed in a 40,000 square foot facility across the street from the
UNLV campus. The facility, renovated to meet the needs of the law school, is similar to the
facilities of other newly-created law schools and is adequate for the needs of students, fac
ulty, staff and public patrons of the law school. The law school will move, probably in the
year 2002, to the Dickinson Library on the UNLV campus. This facility will be remodeled
into a first-class, long-term law facility following the completion of the new university
library and the relocation of library materials to that new facility planned for late 2000.

Law Library

The Boyd School of Law Library will become, over a period of years, the most substantial
collection of legal materials in the state of Nevada. The library is staffed by excellent,
service-oriented librarians who have come to the Boyd School of Law Library from major
libraries across the country. Patrons and students have access to a core collection of
important materials in printed and micro formats. Students also have access through
LEXIS and WESTLAW to an even more extensive collection. The library houses two com
puter labs equipped with 27 terminals for student use and provides seating and carrels for
individual study, as well as group study and video viewing rooms. The library collection
continues to grow and now exceeds 185,000 volumes and microform volume equivalent.
Boyd School of Law Library Web Address: www.nscee.edu/unlv/law_school/library

Computer Facilities

The law school has two computer labs
equipped with more than 25 IBM
compatible PCs utilizing the latest
technology and providing students
access to the Internet, World Wide
Web, and computer resources used by
lawyers and legal professionals. All
students have e-mail accounts and
access to the Internet and World Wide
Web in the computer labs at the law
school and on the University campus.
Dial-up access from off campus is also
available. Connections to the Internet
can be accessed from carrels in the
library. Students who plan to purchase
laptop computers or other computer equipment should contact
Donald Castle, Computer Operations Manager, at (702) 895-4915.

CAREER SERVICES
Department of Career Services

The mission of the Department of Career Services is to educate,prepare and assist our students as they pursue
their legal career development and job search process in a global and dynamic legal community, both here in
Nevada and abroad.
The staff and administration at the Boyd School of Law is committed to offering a variety of resources to
assist every one of our students seeking employment. We offer the following programs and services
designed to meet our students' career needs.
.------------- Personalized Career Counseling_: Includes Career Interest
Inventories and individual counseling to develop strategies
for identifying opportunities and developing job search tools
and techniques.
Worksho s, Seminars and Outreach:
Address such topics as resume and cover
letter writing, interviewing skills and job
search techniques on the World Wide Web.
Career Resource Center: Offers a Career
Resource Library with numerous books,
handouts, directories, articles, and other pub
lications pertaining to all aspects of career
development.
Job Opportunity B��!_� Contains all job
opportunities posted at the law school.
All job opportunities are posted for six weeks
_ p
� u__ s_Inter�ewing: Through the
__________O_n_-C_am
Department of Career Services' OCI program
prospective employers are able to either
pre-select particular candidates based upon
their resumes, or allow open registration
whereby students will be permitted to sign
up for interviews based upon a set of
predetermined criteria. These services are
also available on-line through our web page.
Outside Employment

First-year,full-time day division students are urged not to undertake outside employment. Full-time,day
division students may not exceed 20 hours of outside employment a week during the academic year and
are counseled not to exceed 12 hours of outside employment a week. Any fulHime,day division student
whose outside employment exceeds 20 hours per week shall be asked to transfer to the part-time,
evening division. (See ABA Standard 304 - "A student may not engage in employment for more than 20
hours per week in any semester in which the student is enrolled in more than 12 class hours:')
Bar Admission

Admission to the bar following law school graduation
requires a character review.
For information regarding
the character and other
qualifications for admission
to the bar, consult the bar
admissions authority of
the state where you plan
to practice.

'"Jh e extraordinary quality of the law faculty and administration is
manifest not only in their academic credentials but also in their
intense interest in assuring a superior educational experience for
their students. I particularly admire the commitment that this
faculty and administration have made to community service both
in the design of the curriculum and by their own example."
- U.S. Attorney Kathryn E. Landreth

BUILDING COMMUNITY - STUDENT LIFE

Not only do Boyd School of Law students have a
chance to serve the community, they have the
chance to build a community. As the founders of
the new law school, students, faculty and staff
welcome the opportunity to work together to
build a special sort of community, one which
values cooperation, collaboration, civility, mutual
respect, and diversity and in which all of the
participants are seeking (and helping others) to
maximize their potential.
The early entering classes will play a very impor
tant role in helping to define and establish the
student organizations and activities of the law
school, as well as the traditions and culture
surrounding them. Among the student organiza
tions already established at the Boyd School of
Law are the Student Bar Association, Christian
Law Students Association, Gaming Law Student
Association, Minority Law Students Association,
Public Interest Law Association, the Organization
of Women Law Students (OWLS), Environmental
Law Society, Federalist Society, and student
chapters of the Nevada Trial Lawyers Association
and American Civil Liberties Union.
In cooperation with the Associate Dean's office,
students have the opportunity to develop any
number of other organizations and activities that
have relevance to the law school and enrich the
experience of students.

'Law school is more than learning
about contracts or property. It's training to enter into an
honorable profession. It's about interacting with judges
and clients, and making decisions
about people's lives. This is why
it's important to be involved in
activities beyond the classroom,
because the learning does not stop
when you leave the classroom."
- Amy Honodel, President,
Student Bar Association

APPLICATION PROCEDURES

General requirements
To apply for admission to the William S. Boyd School of Law, you must
1. have earned an undergraduate degree from an accredited four-year college or university.
2. have taken the Law School Admissions Test (LSAT).The test is given in June,October,December, and February. In order
to ensure full consideration of your application, you should take the LSAT by December 2000. LSAT scores dating prior
to June 1995 will not be considered. LSAT registration materials are available in the Office of Admissions at the Boyd
School of Law, located on the southeast corner of Tropicana Avenue and Swenson Street. You may also request LSAT
registration materials and receive further information from Law School Admission Services at (215) 968-1001.
3. register for, and maintain an up-to-date file with, the Law School Data Assembly Service. It is your responsibility to assure
that an official transcript from each institution you have attended is sent by that institution to LSDAS (please do not have
transcripts sent directly to the Boyd School of Law).
Application requirements and deadline
Your application must be complete and received in our Admissions Office by 5:00 p.m. on April 2, 2001. Applications
completed or received after April 2,2001 will not be guaranteed full consideration. Applications will be accepted beginning
October 2, 2000. While applications completed and received by April 2, 2001 will be given full consideration, you are
encouraged to submit application materials as early as possible after October 2, 2000.
A complete application consists of the following:
1. a completed application form
2. a $40 non-refundable application fee
3. a resume including your educational background, work experience, honors, and community service activities
4. a personal statement no longer than three typed pages
5. at least one letter of recommendation from an individual who has supervised the applicant in an academic or
employment setting. We encourage you to submit letters of recommendation in sealed envelopes with your
application materials.
6. a current Law School Data Assembly Service report including copies of transcripts from all schools attended.

I SELECTING APPLICANTS
The Boyd School of Law seeks to enroll an accomplished
and diverse group of women and men who will contribute
to the enrichment of the educational program of the
school and to the community and the profession after
graduation. We seek students who have demonstrated
significant accomplishments in their lives, for example,
by achieving distinguished academic records as under
graduate or graduate students,by engaging successfully in
important and challenging careers, by providing
significant service to their communities,or by overcoming
substantial obstacles caused by the applicant's race,
ethnicity, gender, economic status, or disability. We believe
that the law school should and can have a student body
that is both academically well qualified and diverse. The
presence in the school of students who have diverse back
grounds, attitudes, and interests contributes to the
breadth and quality of the classroom and non-classroom
dialogue that is a critical element of legal education.
In assessing applicants, the Admissions Committee looks to:
1. Academic Accomplishments. While the applicant's LSAT score is
considered,the Committee places greater emphasis on evidence of
prior academic accomplishment.To assess an applicant's academic
accomplishments, the Committee considers such factors as undergraduate GPA, the trend of college
grades, the difficulty of the student's course of study, the quality and grading pattern of the student's
undergraduate institution, the extent of work or other activities engaged in while in college, the date
of the undergraduate degree, and graduate studies.
2. Nonacademic Accomplishments. The Committee will consider evidence of significant accomplish
ments in extracurricular activities, employment, military service, and community service.
3. Individual Background. The Committee will consider the applicant's state of residency; cultural,ethnic,
racial, and socioeconomic background; and evidence of significant handicaps overcome by the
applicant.The Committee will also consider any past history of criminality or academic misconduct.

TRANSFER APPLICANTS AND VISITING STUDENT APPLICANTS j

During the academic year; the Boyd School of Law will consider applicants who are law students at other institutions
for admission as transfer students or visiting students. A very limited number of transfer or visiting student applicants,
depending on space availability, will be offered admission.
Transfer Applicants

The admissions committee will consider for admission students who wish to transfer to the William S. Boyd School
of Law after having completed a minimum of one year of legal study at an ASA-accredited law school. Applicants
must submit 1) a completed application form, 2) a $40 application fee, 3) a personal statement no longer than
three typewritten pages,which should include some discussion of why the applicant wishes to transfer to the Boyd
School of Law, 4) a resume, 5) an LS DAS report containing a transcript summary and a record of LSAT scores,
6) a letter of good standing from the law school at which the applicant has studied,and 7) a law school transcript.
The admissions committee will assess transfer applicants using the same criteria as those used in assessing first
year applicants,as well as the applicant's performance in law school courses and the quality of the law school at
which the applicant has studied. The Boyd School of Law will permit a maximum of 42 hours of law course work
to be transferred for credit toward its Juris Doctor degree. Transfer credit will be subject to the approval of the
Associate Dean for Student Affairs and will only be given for law courses in which the applicant attained a grade
of C (or the numerical equivalent) or better. Transfer students must complete a minimum of 44 credit hours at the
William S. Boyd School of
Law. Application deadlines
are July 1 for the fall semester
and December 1 for the
spring semester.

Visiting Student Applicants

The admissions committee will consider for admission students who wish to attend the William S. Boyd School
of Law as visiting students,after having completed a minimum of one year of legal study at an ASA-accredited law
school (or an accredited Canadian law school),for no more than two semesters to earn credit for transfer to his or
her home institution. Applicants must submit 1) a completed application form, 2) a $40 application fee,3) a personal statement
no longer than three typewritten pages, which should include some discussion of the applicant's need to relocate temporarily
to the Las Vegas area (although applicants for summer visiting student status need not submit a personal statement),4) a resume,
5) an LSDAS report,or copy thereof sent directly to the
Boyd School of Law by the applicant's home institution, "The Boyd School of Law has done a tremendous job of fulfilling
containing a transcript summary and a record of LSAT
its promises to the community. It has not only established
scores, 6) a letter of good standing from the applicant's
home institution, and 7) a law school transcript. The innovative community service programs that are meeting some of
admissions committee will assess visiting student
applicants using the same criteria as those used in the many unmet legal needs of the people of Southern Nevada,
assessing first-year applicants,as well as the applicant's but it has also established an excellent curriculum and obtained
performance in law school courses and the quality of
provisional accreditation, which can be attributed to a top-notch
the law school at which the applicant has studied.
Visiting status cannot be converted to transfer status
faculty and the stellar leadership of Dean Morgan."
under any circumstances. Visiting student application
deadlines are July 1 for the fall semester,December 1 for - Assemblywoman Barbara Buckley, Assistant Majority Leader,
Nevada Assembly; Executive Director, Clark County Legal Services
the spring semester,and May 1 for the summer semester.

j INTERNATIONAL APPLICANTS
The Boyd School of Law accepts applications
to the J.D. program from candidates who are
not U.S. citizens or permanent U.S. residents.
International applicants are required to comply
with all admission and application procedures
discussed above, including taking the LSAT. All
foreign transcripts must be submitted directly
to the Boyd School of Law for evaluation.
International applicants must also certify that
they have sufficient financial resources to pay
their expenses during their studies at UNLV, as
required by the U.S. Immigration and
Naturalization Service. Applicants may obtain
a Confidential Financial Certification form by contacting the Boyd School of Law Office of
Admissions. Documentation necessary for applicants to obtain a student visa is issued only
after a completed,properly verified Confidential Financial Certification form has been submitted.
Acceptance and matriculation of international applicants are conditional on the
applicant meeting all federal, state, and University requirements that apply to international
students. All international students attending UNLV must enroll for university health
insurance, the fee for which will be automatically charged to their account each semester
(Fall semester - $233, Spring and Summer semesters - $326).
For general information on matters pertaining to international students matriculating at
UNLV,applicants may contact the Office of International Student Services at (702) 895-0143.
TUI TION AND FEES j
For the 2000-2001 academic year, tuition
and fees for Nevada residents are $7,000 for full-time students and $250 per credit
hour for part-time students. For non-resident students, tuition is $14,000 for the
full-time students and $500 per credit hour for part-time students.
Estimated Costs

The estimated annual costs of other expenses will vary according to one's personal
circumstances. The estimated expenses, including tuition, books and supplies, room
and board and personal and transportation expenses for Nevada residents in
2001-2002 are $17,670 for full-time students and $14,715 for part-time students. For
non-resident students, estimated expenses in 2001-2002 are $25,240 for full-time
students and $19,690 for part-time students.
Financing Your Legal Education

For students entering in fall 2001, there are two types of financial aid programs:
1) scholarships and grants, and 2) student loans.
Scholarships and grants

The admissions committee will consider all individuals admitted to the law school
for scholarships on the basis of merit and financial need. Scholarships and grants do
not have to be repaid. Applicants are also encouraged to research scholarship
options outside the university. There are many financial aid resources accessible
through the Internet,such as (1) FastWeb - Financial Aid Search Through the Web at
http://www.fastweb.com; (2) The Financial Aid Information Page at http://finaid.org;
(3) Department of Education at http://www.ed.gov/offices/OPE/; (4) National
Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators at http://www.nasfaa.org; and (5)
Resource Pathways' College Financial aid Resources at http://www.sourcepath.com/.
Student loans

UNLV awards loans to students through the William D. Ford Federal Direct Loan
Program of the U.S. Department of Education. Early applicants also may be consid
ered for federal Perkins loans which are provided through UNLV Federal loans are
offered at interest rates lower than consumer loans, and repayment begins after you
graduate, cease to be enrolled at least half-time, or leave school. Private student loans
are also available through private lenders. Private student loans are similar to federal
student loans; however, interest rate, repayment, and deferment provisions may differ.

Students may borrow up to their estimated cost of attendance (see Estimated Costs on previous page). Loan
eligibility may be reduced, however, by the amount of any scholarships or grants students may receive.
Students should be aware that their total financial aid awards in any combination cannot exceed their estimated
cost of attendance.
First-time applicants for financial aid can find application materials on the World Wide Web at
www.fafsa.edu.gov or call (800) 4FEDAID ((800) 433-3243). Applicants should submit their 2001-2002 Free
Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) by February 1, 2001 to be considered for the most attractive
types of aid. Applicants who wish to have aid available for the Fall 2001 fee payment due date must apply
no later than May 1, 2001.
Applicants having any questions about the financial aid process, private loan programs, or
estimated costs may contact Christopher A. Kypuros, Financial Aid Counselor, at (702) 895-0630 or by
e-mail at ckypuros@ccmail.nevada.edu
Refund Policy

In the event a student withdraws from the law program, a tuition refund for the semester in which the
student withdraws will be issued according to the following schedule:
Withdrawal prior to or during the first week of classes ...............................100% tuition refund
Withdrawal after the first week of classes
...........50% tuition refund
and before the seventh week of classes ............... . ......
Withdrawal after the seventh week of classes .................... .................none
Additional Fees

In addition to tuition, law students will be charged the following fees each semester:
Law Student Activity Fee
Graduate Student Association Fee
International Education Fee

$50
$8
$2

Student Health Fee
University Technology Fee
Rebel Recycling Fee

$20
$4/credit hour
$1

ACCEPTANCE DEPOSIT
Admitted students are required to make a $250 non-refundable deposit which is credited toward tuition when the
student registers.
UNIVERSITY SERVICES
Student Services

The Division of Student Services assists students in adjusting to university life and achieving the greatest benefit
from being a member of the campus community. Specific service programs available to students include
International Student Services, Student Psychological Services, Career Services, Multicultural Student Affairs, and
Campus Recreational Services.
Health Services

The Claude I. Howard Student Health Services Center is open Monday through Friday and is staffed to provide
essential medical services on an outpatient basis. The student health center can treat
minor illnesses and injury, perform first aid and blood pressure checks, administer
allergy and antigen injections, and provide standard non-prescription and prescription
medications, in addition to a host of other services.
Voluntary health insurance is available to all UNLV students through the university.
Disability Resource Center

The Disability Resource Center provides
academic accommodations for students
with documented disabilities who are
otherwise qualified for university
programs. Some of the academic
accommodations might include note
taking, enlarged print, assistance with
b o o k s on tape, sign language
interpreters, readers, lab and research
assistants, tutoring, and an array of other
services to specifically assist the
disabled. Students in need of accom
modations should contact the Disability
Resource Center at (702) 895-0866.

•

Application deadline is April 2, 2001. Applications received
or completed after April 2,2001 will not be guaranteed full
consideration.

•

Most applicants will be notified of the Admissions
Committee's decision in April or May; 2001.

•

Students select full- or part-time program at the time
of application.

•

Approximately 140 students in the entering class.

•

FULL-TIME DAY PROGRAM
- Three-year, day program
- Classes will meet Monday through Friday
- $7,000 per year for Nevada residents
- $14,000 per year for non-residents

•

PART-TIME DAY PROGRAM
- Four-year day program
- Classes will meet Monday through Friday
- 8-11 credit hours per semester
- $250/credit hour for Nevada residents
- $500/credit hour for non-residents

•

PART-TIME EVENING PROGRAM
- Four-year, evening program
- Classes will meet Monday through
Thursday evenings
- 8-11 credit hours per semester
- $250/credit hour for Nevada residents
- $500/credit hour for non-residents

FALL 2000 ENTERING CLASS INFORMATION

- 530 applications submitted
- 227 applicants offered admission
- 140 students enrolled
Median LSAT score: 152
Median UGPA: 3.24
50% male, 50% female
84% Nevada residents, 16% non-residents
80% White
7% Hispanic
3% African American
3% Asian American
2% Native American
5% Unspecified
University & Community College System of Nevada Board of Regents
Ms. Thalia M. Dondero, Chair
Mr. Howard Rosenberg, Vice Chair
Mr. Mark Alden
Dr. Jill Derby
Mrs. Dorothy S. Gallagher
Mr. Douglas R. Hill
Dr. Thomas E. Kirkpatrick

Mr. David L. Phillips
Mr. Douglas Seastrand
Mr. Steve Sisolak
Mr. Tom Wiesner

Jane Nichols, Interim Chancellor

STATEMENT OF EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
It has been and will continue to be the policy of the University
of Nevada, Las Vegas, to be an equal opportunity institution. All
decisions of admissions and employment are based on objective
standards that will further the goals of equal opportunity.
The University is committed to assuring that all programs and
activities are readily accessible to all eligible persons without
regard to their race, color, religion, gender, national origin, ancestry,
disability, Vietnam-Era and/or disabled veteran status, and protect
ed class under relevant state and federal laws, and, in accordance
with university policy, sexual orientation.
Persons having questions regarding university policies relating to
nondiscrimination law are encouraged to contact the Director of
Diversity Initiatives, Flora Dungan Humanities Building, Room 560
or call 895-3891 .
This catalog does not constitute a contractual commitment that the
university will offer all the programs or courses described, and the
university reserves the right to revise catalog provisions and fees
at any time in accordance with the actions of the president, the
University and Community College System of Nevada, or any other
governing body.

WILLIAM S. BOYD SCHOOL OF LAW

4505 Maryland Parkway
Box 451003
Las Vegas, Nevada 89154-1003
Phone: (702) 895-3671
Fax: (702) 895-1095
http://www.law.unlv.edu/
e-mail: request@law.unlv.edu
Bursar's Office: (702) 895-3577
Campus Housing: (702) 895-3489
Student Financial Assistance: (702) 895-0G:30

WILLIAM S. BOYD SCHOOL OF LAW

APPLICATION FOR ADMISSION
Name __________________________________________
Last

First

Former

Middle

0

Social Security Number _____________ Date of Birth

Male O Female

Month/Day/Year

Mailing Address-------------------------------------Number

Street

State

City

Apt.

Zip

Permanent Address _____________________________________
Number

Street

City

Apt.

State

Zip

E-mail Address ________________
Day Telephone{�-- ______ Evening Telephone(�-� ______ Fax#(__� _______

Predominant Cultural/Ethnic Background {VOLUNTARY)

0 Hispanic*
0 White, Not

0 African American, Not Hispanic
O American Indian** or Alaskan Native
Hispanic
O Asian or Pacific Islander

*If Hispanic, select national origin/ancestry:
0 Chicano/Mexican American O Cuban American

O

Puerto Rican

0

Other ___________

**If American Indian, print tribal membership __________________________

Residency

Country of Birth __________________ Country of Citizenship ____________
Type of VISA/alien registration number

(please attach copy!

_____________

Expiration date ____

Do you currently live in Nevada? ___ If yes, for how long? ___
If not, County and State of residency _______________________________

Type of Application
Division (check only one)

0 Day/Full-time O Evening/Part-time O
0 Reapplication, First Year, Fall 20_

Day/Part-time

0 First Year: Fall 20_
0 Transfer: Fall 20_JSpring 20_JSummer 20_ (circle one)
0 Visiting (non degree), Fall 20_JSpring 20_JSummer 20_ (circle one)

Law School Admission Test/Law School Data Assembly Service
Have you taken the Law School Admission Test (LSAT)?

0

Yes (date) ________

0

No (date you plan to take test) _________--i

Are you registered with the Law School Data Assembly Service (LS DAS)?

0

Yes

O

PR/1003-1/8-00

No (If no, you must register with LSDAS as soon as possible.)

(Note: LSAT scores dating
prior to June, 1995 will not
be considered.)

Campus Map

_

.

�

Emergency
Phones

1. Paul B. Sogg Architecture Building {ARC)
2. Boy Scouts of America
3. UNLV Bookstore
4. Donald C. Moyer Student Union (MSU)
5. Flora Dungan Humanities (FDH)
6. Maude Frazier Hall {FRA)
7. Richard Tam Alumni Center (TAC)
8. Archie C. Grant Hall (GRA)
9. Alta Ham Fine Arts (HFA)
10. Judy Bayley Theatre (JBT)
11. Beam Music Center (BMC)
12. Foundation Building (FND)
13. The "Flashlight"
14. Artemus W. Ham Concert Hal! (HCH}
15. Holbert H. Hendrix Education Auditorium {HEA)
16. William D. Carlson Education (CEB)
i

��: l c�t NRC��� ���; ����������)
a
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19. John S. Wright Hall Auditorium
20. John S. Wright Hall (WRI)
21. Frank and Estella Beam Hall (BEH)
22. Tonopah Residence Hal! (TON)

23. LOS Institute of Religion Student Center
24. Interfaith Student Center
25. Houssels Building (HOU)
26. Gym Road South Resident Services Building (RHW)
27. Kitty Rodman Residence Hall (KRH}
28. William S. Boyd Residence Hall (WBH)
29. Claudine Williams Residence Hall (CWH)
30. Residential Life Housing Administration Bldg. (HAS)
31. Eugene Warner Residential Life (WAL)
32. Gym Road Residence Halls - Hughes (A; B, C, D}
33. Hazel M. Wilson Dining Commons (DIN)
34. Claude I. Howard Student Health Services (SHS)
35. Desert Landscape Garden
36. Marjorie BarriCk Museum of Natural History {MSM)/
Harry Reid Center for Environmental Studies (HRC)
37. Lilly Fong Geoscience (LFG)
38. Technology (TEC) and Radiation Protection
Laboratory {RPL)
39. Chemistry (CHE)
40. Thomas T. Beam Engineering Complex {TBE)
41. Juanita Greer White Life Sciences (WHI}
42. William D. Taylor Hall (TAY)
43. Limnological Research Center (LAC)
44. EPA Modular Office Complex
45. Stan Fulton Building (IGI)
46. Paradise Elementary School (PAR)
47. Bennett Professional Develpment Center (BDC}
48. Rod Lee Bigelow Health Sciences {BHS)

49. Paul McDermott Physical Education {MPE}
A. Offices
8. Lied Gymnasium (south)
C. locker Rooms
D. Buchanan Natatorium
E. Gymnasium (north)
F. Racquetball Courts
G. Sports Injury Research Center {SIR)
50. Robert L Bigelow Physics (BPB}
51. Environmental Protection Agency
A. Chemistry laboratory
8. Executive Center
C. Monitoring Systems laboratory
D. Quality Assurance Laboratory
E. Exposure Assessment Annex
52. University Hall (UNH)
53. Publications/Reprographics/Copy Center (PRO)
54. Lied Library {LLB)
55. Classroom Building Complex {CBC)
56. Student Services Complex (SSC)
A. Jean Nidetch Women's Center
8. Donald W. Reynolds Student Services Center
C. Newmont Student Development Center
57. William S. Boyd School of Law (SSL)
58. Thomas & Mack Center (TMC)
59. Campus Services Building {CSB)
60. Facilities Maintenance Building {FMB)
61. Claude I. Howard Public Safety (PSS)
62. Herman Westfall Business Services {HWB)
63. Facilities Management Administration {FMA)
64. Frank and Vicki Fertitta Tennis Complex (FTC}
65. Lied Athletic Complex (LAC)
66. Earl E. Wilson Baseball Stadium {WBS)
67. Robert Miller Soccer Building (MSB)

Administration 5
Admissions6 ·
Alumni Center7
Art Galleries7, 9
Bookstore3
Cashier568
Continuing Education6
Financial Aid56B
Gymnasium Complex49A-G
Human Resources (Personnel)62
Library54, 17
Performing Arts Center9, 10, 14
Preschool16
Public Safety (Campus Police)61
Registrar6
,Residence Halls22, 27, 28, 29, 32A-D
Student Services 56A-C
Student Union 4
Summer Term Office6
Thomas· & Mack Center58

DEPARTMENT LOCATIONS
Accounting21
Anthropology20
Architecture, School cif1
Art9
Business, College of21
Biological Sciences41
Chemistry39
Civil and Environmental Engineering 40
Communication, Hank Greenspun School of5
'
Computer Science40
Counseling49A
Criminal Justice55

Dance9
Economics21
Education, College of16
Educatiqnal Leadership16
Educational Psychology16
Electrical and Computer Engineering40
Engineering, Howard R. Hughes, College of 40
English5
Environmental Studies49A
Extended Studies, College of 6
Film52
Finance21
Fine Arts, College of9
Food and Beverage Management 21
Foreign Languages5
Geoscience37
Graduate College5
Health Sciences, College of 48
History 20
Hotel Administration, William F. Harrah, College of21
Hotel Management21
Instructional and Curricular Studies16
Kinesiology 48
Law School, William S. Boyd57
Liberal Arts, College' of55
Management21
Marketing21
Mathematical Sciences55
Mechanical Engineering40
Music9, 11
Nursing 48
Philosophy5
Physics50
Political Science 20
Parking
Psychology55
areas
Public Administration21
Recreation21
maybe
Sciences, College of39
restricted
Social Work, School of5
Sociology55
Special Education16
Theatre Arts10
Tourism and Convention Administration21
Urban Affairs, Greenspun College of49A

